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Over the last decade, the Army has increased its reliance on reserve forces for contingency operations. In 2008, the United States Army Reserve (USAR) transitioned from a Strategic Reserve to an Operational Reserve. This, along with President Obama's current strategic guidance, emphasized the need for the Army Reserve to streamline its structure and concentrate on its core competencies. In line with these core competencies, the Army's strategic guidance calls for an increased emphasis on Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA), a mission that the Army Reserve is well suited to perform. This paper makes recommendations to realign Army Reserve Aviation assets to achieve efficiencies and better support both the President's and the Army's strategic guidance. It proposes that, Army Reserve Aviation should transform its two attack reconnaissance battalions (AH-64) to assault battalions (UH-60) in order to realign with the component's mission and meet its DSCA support requirements. This paper also proposes the addition of a Theater Aviation Brigade (TAB) headquarters to the USAR aviation force structure in order to allow for greater flexibility in the component's ability to conduct mission command.
Aligning USAR Aviation Force Structure for DSCA
The new environment for the United States Military is one of doing more with less under extremely volatile and uncertain conditions. Based on current defense fiscal realities, the Active Army, Army National Guard and Army Reserve must find ways to gain efficiencies while supporting the national defense strategy. A decline in defense spending will be the new normal for the near future. Although the defense budget will decline, the American people will not tolerate a reduction in homeland security. The Army Reserve, if properly organized, will be well prepared to assume greater responsibility in Homeland Defense.
This paper proposes realigning Army Reserve aviation to better support the President's strategic guidance concerning Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA).
In order to define the problem and frame the operational environment, this paper reviews the current United States Army Reserve (USAR) aviation force structure and readiness. It also provides an analysis of cost, mission and aviation training requirements. Next, it reviews current laws associated with DSCA, as well as the advantages and disadvantages for practical USAR application of the recommended approach. The solution proposed enhances the core competencies of the Army Reserve and improves efficiencies across the Army.
Realigning aviation enablers will not only make USAR aviation more suited to support civil authorities, but will also improve Army Reserve efficiency and achieve cost savings. This supports the security imperative of "deficit reduction through a lower level of defense spending" outlined in the President's strategic vision for fiscal year 2012. 1 Secretary of Defense Panetta addressed his current defense strategy in a speech to the National Press Club on December 18, 2012. In this speech, Secretary Panetta said, "We must make every dollar count, and we must continue to carefully manage the balance, sustaining current operations, being ready to respond to crisis and emerging threats, preparing for future operations, and investing in the capabilities of the future." 2 Restructuring USAR aviation, as proposed in this paper, will allow the Army Reserve to better support this imperative.
The latest Quadrennial Defense Review, published in 2010, strongly suggested that the Department of Defense must continue to rebalance its policy, doctrine and capabilities to increase support of six key missions. 3 Number one amongst these missions is to "Defend the United States and support civil authorities at home." 4 In the 
AH-64 Mission and Training Requirements
The AH-64 Apache is a valuable combat multiplier and versatile mission aircraft.
However, the aircraft is designed primarily to identify and destroy multiple enemy targets simultaneously. In a DSCA mission, there is no need for this destructive capability. According to the attack reconnaissance battalion (AH-64) Modified Table of Organization and Equipment (MTOE), the attack reconnaissance battalion is "well suited for employment across the entire spectrum of armed conflict." 9 It is most effective when employed as part of the combined arms team. The attack reconnaissance battalion concentrates aerial forces at critical times and places and extends the Division's ability to strike from all directions. 10 The mission of the AH-64 attack reconnaissance battalion is to "Conduct an attack, reconnaissance and security operation that complements other maneuver forces." 11 This organization is clearly combat focused and is not aligned with the Army Reserves' core competencies.
Additionally, the Army-directed training requirements for AH-64 crews are Army forces require the capability to support civil authorities within the homeland to mitigate the effects of manmade and natural disasters and provide recovery efforts from the results of attacks, major disasters, and other emergencies to citizens, vital assets, and critical infrastructure in support of unified action. The employment of military forces to conduct operations within the homeland is constrained by both law and policy. During the transition, there will be a lengthy gap in capability for Army Reserve
Aviation. As AH-64 assets stand down and the Army Reserves begin to acquire UH60s, there will be at least a two-year period where the Army Reserve can provide neither the capability of an AH-64 battalion nor the capability of a UH-60 battalion to augment the Active Army. Additionally, for up to a year after its MTOE effective date, the newly-transitioned UH-60 battalion will be in a reset status where it will have to complete numerous validation tasks to be a fully functional in order to provide full capabilities to the Department of Defense or civilian authorities.
After the transition is complete, the USAR will no longer support the attack reconnaissance mission set. The Army Reserve will also lose trained AH-64 specific pilots and maintainers. In addition, transferring the aircraft from the Army Reserves to another Army component could introduce an unforeseen training requirement for new AH-64 pilots, creating a temporary training backlog at the Army Aviation Center of Excellence.
Adding a second TAB to the Army Reserve will also require additional funding for training new skill sets or accessing experienced Soldiers into the new structure, which could be mitigated by accessing qualified Soldiers transitioning from the Active Army.
The acquisition of a new brigade headquarters would require the Army Reserves to obtain additional facilities and equipment. Additional study should be done to determine the best method for realigning equipment and locating additional facilities.
The Way Ahead
This proposal may be perceived as an attempt to divert money, people and assets to the Army Reserve and away from the National Guard or Active Army. To the contrary, the Army must make every effort to conserve resources and maximize efficiencies. With DOD's declining budgets, the Army Reserve can be a cost-effective and efficient alternative to adding force structure to the Active Army or the state controlled National Guard.
Realignment and strengthening of the Army Reserve's capability to support DSCA missions could be viewed as "mission creep" toward the National Guard's first response Title 32 mission. The National Defense Authorization Act of 2012 in no way tries to limit or detract from the National Guard's Title 32 (state directed and controlled)
role as a first responder in any natural disaster or homeland event, nor does it attempt make the Army Reserve more like the National Guard. Instead, it gives the Army Reserve added ability to augment and support both the National Guard and the Active Army during DSCA missions.
Army Reserve Aviation has already proven it can be a vital enabler to civil authorities. As one of the first Title 10 Task Forces to be certified by Northern Command as in the Defense Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Response Force role, USAR aviation is already supporting the President's strategic guidance by prioritizing its mission of providing defense support to civil authorities. If allowed to assume the additional general support aviation and mission command assets that this paper recommends, the United States Army Reserve will be able to expand its role in Homeland Defense and disaster response. In doing so, it will not only better align itself President Obama's strategic guidance, but also better support the communities that its
Citizen Soldiers live and work in on a daily basis.
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